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ABSTRACT 

Small GTPase Rac1 becomes activated in response to extracellular stimuli and transfers 

these signals by activation of specific signal transduction pathways to induce a rapid cellular 

response to environmental cues. While Rac1 is essential for normal cellular physiology, 

excessive Rac1 activity is often associated with pathology in inflammatory disease and 

cancer. The well-known immunosuppressive drug azathioprine, and its metabolites 6-

mercaptopurine (6-MP) and 6-thio-guanosine-triphosphate (6-T-GTP), have been shown to 

inhibit Rac1 activity, which is considered an important therapeutic effect of azathioprine. 

Interestingly, this therapy does not affect other small GTPases, like RhoA and Cdc42. An 

important question is how specificity of the final metabolite 6-T-GTP for Rac1 is determined? 

We investigated three possible modes of action of 6-T-GTP on Rac1 activity via modeling of 

the interaction of 6-T-GTP to Rac1. First, we assessed the relative affinities of 6-T-GTP and 

GTP for Rac1. Secondly, we analyzed whether the close proximity of the 6-T-GTP thiol 

functionality to a cysteine sulfhydryl in the Rac1 active site allows formation of an inter-

molecular disulfide bond, thus preventing the release of the hydrolyzed thio-compound. 

Thirdly, docking studies were performed on other Rac1 conformers to identify other binding 

sites for 6-T-GTP that, for instance, interfere with the interaction of Rac1 to guanine 

nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs). Our detailed analysis shows that the latter hypothesis 

offers the most attractive explanation, since 6-T-GTP efficiently binds to a groove on the 

surface of Rac1, located exactly in the binding interface of Rac1 to GEF.  

The aim of the current was to understand the specificity and the effect of 6-T-GTP on Rac1 

activity through extensive molecular protein modeling. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Small GTPase Rac1 belongs to the Rho protein family, together with members RhoA and 

Cdc42, which affect signaling pathways that regulate a plethora of functions in different cell 

types, such as oxidative stress, cellular contacts, migration and proliferation.1 Rac1 activity is 

regulated by cycling between the active GTP-bound and inactive GDP-bound state of Rac1.1  

Several classes of proteins are involved in this process. GTPase Activating Proteins (GAPs) 

enable activation of GTPases by facilitating GTP hydrolysis to GDP. The exchange of GDP 

for a new GTP molecule within the binding pocket of Rac1 is regulated by Guanine 

nucleotide Exchange Factors (GEFs). Guanine nucleotide Dissociation Inhibitors (GDIs) 

inhibit exchange of GDP for GTP, as well as hydrolysis of Rac1-bound GTP.1 

We, and others have previously shown that immunosuppressive drug azathioprine and its 

derivatives 6-MP and 6-T-GTP inhibit Rac1 signaling activity2-6, which is now regarded an 

important therapeutic effect of this drug. Azathioprine is used in the clinic for 60 years to 

prevent rejection of organ transplants and autoimmune diseases. For a long time most of its 

therapeutic functions were ascribed to incorporation of the formed thiopurines into the 

RNA/DNA synthesis pathway, changing gene expression and proliferation of inflammatory 

cells.7,8  However, chronic use of azathioprine by, for instance, inflammatory bowel disease 

patients, a patient group a widely using this drug9 suggests a more subtle anti-inflammatory 

mode of action of azathioprine because of the limited number of complications upon chronic 

use. In this context inhibition of Rac1 seems very plausible. The metabolite responsible for 

Rac1 inhibition is 6-T-GTP, which specifically inhibits Rac1 (and Rac2) without affecting its 

family members RhoA and CDC42.6 Here, we investigate how 6-T-GTP may interfere with 

Rac1 activation. Knowledge of the actual inhibitory capacity of 6-T-GTP is crucial to design 

specific Rac1 inhibitors, which may be considered as therapeutic strategy in the cancer and 

inflammation field. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Multi-threaded docking of compounds to protein surfaces were carried out using the 

Autodock vina software suite.10Compounds were downloaded from the ZINC repository 

(zinc.docking.org) in .sdf format and transformed into .pdbqt ligand file format using the 

AutoDock Tools (ADT) software suite. 11 Definition of rotatable bonds allowed flexible docking 

and optimal orientation of target molecules to the protein. Protein structure (.pdb) files were 

obtained from the RCSB protein data bank (www.rcsb.org) and transformed to .pdbqt 

receptor files using ADT. A search space (defined by the Grid Box module in ADT) spanning 

the whole Rac1 protein was defined to allow the identification of multiple binding sites. Rac1 

protein structure files used in this study were 2P2L (RAC1-GDP complex12) and 2VRW 

(RAC1-Vav1 complex13) The monomeric Rac1 structures were isolated from the .pdb files 

and additional molecules (ligands, detergents, H2O) were removed. Comparison of the 2P2L 

and 2VRW Rac1 structures showed structural changes in protein fold and surface 

conformation and both structures were used in the calculations to assess the effect of these 

changes on GXP/thioGXP binding. 

 

http://www.rcsb.org/
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Autodock vina was run on the AMC grid-enabled Docking Gateway for virtual screening14. 

Docking results are averages of 30 runs for each compound. Binding modes are visualized 

using PyMOL.15 
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RESULTS 

Affinity of GDP, GTP and the thiopurines for Rac1 

Poppe and colleagues have shown that 6-T-GTP efficiently competes with radiolabeled-GTP 

for binding to a large number of small GTPases, including RhoA, Cdc42, and Rac1-3.6 So 

initial binding of the 6-T-GTP to the small GTPases does not seem to be a problem. Perhaps, 

the enhanced affinity of 6-T-GTP (over GTP) for Rac1 skews towards preferred binding of 

the thio-compound. Modeling GDP, GTP, 6-T-GDP and 6-T-GTP on the surface of 

“nucleotide-binding” Rac1 (taken from the PDB 2P2L crystal structure with the co-crystalized 

GDP removed) revealed that GDP (Figure 1A) and GTP (Figure 1B) overlap in the Rac1 

binding pocket with the nucleotide orientation in the crystal structure. Upon modeling, 28 out 

of 30 GDP molecules bound to the Rac1 active site in the correct orientation with a 

calculated binding affinity of -8.63 kcal/mol +/- 0.17 (n=28). Likewise, GTP modeling showed 

that 26 of 30 molecules bound to the Rac1 nucleotide binding pocket in the correct 

orientation with an affinity of -8.63 kcal/mol +/- 0.37 (n=26). However, only 3 of 30 6-T-GDP 

molecules inserted the pocket in the GDP-like orientation (Figure 1C), with an affinity of -7.63 

kcal/mol +/- 0.15 (n=3). Modeling of 6-T-GTP molecules showed that only in 11 out of 30 

runs the compound bound the pocket in a GDP-like fashion (Figure 1D), with an affinity of -

7.94 kcal/mol +/- 0.23 (n=11).  

 

Figure 1. Docking of GDP, GTP, 6-T-GDP and 6-T-GTP to “nucleotide-binding” Rac1 (PDB 2P2L).  

Modelling was performed with the “nucleotide-binding” Rac1 conformation (light blue), from which the co-

crystalized GDP ligand was removed. It reveals that GDP (A) and GTP (B) overlap perfectly (thin lines) with the 

GDP from the crystal structure (thick lines). For clarity only 10 of 30 docking conformations are shown. The 

thiopurines, 6-T-GDP (C, n=3) and 6-T-GTP (D, n=11) also fit into the Rac1 active site in the correct orientation 

with the thiol group pointing deep into the pocket in close vicinity of the two cysteine side chains (orange). 

However, the majority of the docked thio-purines were adopting alternative conformations at or near the active 

site. 
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These docking studies show that thiopurines bind to the GTP-binding pocket of Rac1 with an 

approximately 4-fold lower affinity than GDP or GTP. Thus, our in silico data imply that 6-T-

GDP / 6-T-GTP binding can occur, however with a reduced preference and affinity. 

We next evaluated whether an alternative mechanism of the inhibitory action of the 6-T-GTP 

or 6-T-GDP may be the putative reactivity of the thiol group towards Rac1. Interestingly, the 

GTP-binding pocket of Rac1 contains two cysteines (C18 and C157; orange in Figure 1C,D), 

that could potentially form disulfide bonds with the thiol group of 6-T-GDP or 6-T-GTP via 

their sulfhydryl groups, thus retaining the thio-compound in the Rac1 active site. However, 

RhoA and Cdc42 have almost identical GTP-binding pockets with conserved cysteines at the 

same location. These structural homologies imply that cross-linking of the guanosine to Rac1 

might also occur in other members of the family of Rho-GTPases and is an unlikely scenario 

to explain exclusive inhibition of  Rac1.  

In conclusion, since both inhibition of Rac1 via direct binding of 6-T-GTP or via the formation 

of disulfide bonds in the active site provided inadequate explanation for the inhibitory action 

of thiopurines towards Rac1, we performed additional docking studies to characterize binding 

of 6-T-GDP and 6-T-GTP to “nucleotide-binding” Rac1 (conformation of 2P2L without GDP) 

and “GEF-binding” Rac1 (conformation of 2VRW without GEF Vav1). In these studies the 

docking was performed using the whole protein structure to identify potential binding sites to 

possibly explain the inhibitory capacity of the thio-compounds towards Rac1. 

 

The thiopurines bind to Rac1 at the GEF-interface 

Structure comparison of “nucleotide-binding” Rac1 (2P2L) with  “GEF-binding” Rac1 (2VRW) 

showed mainly conformational changes in the loops located in the Rac1-GEF interface 

(Figure 2). In particular a random-coil loop structure present in the “nucleotide-binding” Rac1 

conformer forms a small α-helix in the “GEF-binding” conformation and defines the contact 

interface with the GEF Vav1. In addition, minor structural changes were observed in the loop 

covering the top of the Rac1 active site (Ala27-Val36). Docking of GDP and GTP on the 

“GEF-binding” Rac1 conformation, indicated that the affinity of the GTP-binding pocket 

(active site) for guanosines is decreased, most likely due to small conformational changes in 

the Ala27-Val36 loop (Figure 2). Specifically, the side chain of Phe28 moves away from the 

GTP-binding pocket in the “GEF-binding” conformation, thus reducing the contact surface of 

the active site and lowering the substrate affinity.  

Docking of the thiopurines, 6-T-GDP and 6-T-GTP, to “GEF-binding” Rac1 revealed an 

additional binding site for both thio-compounds outside the GTP-binding pocket (Figure 3). 

The novel binding site is located in the groove that is subject to conformational changes at 

the Rac1-GEF interface. Binding of neither thio- nor regular nucleotides to this part of the 

protein was observed for the “nucleotide-binding” Rac1. In contrast, docking of 6-T-GDP and 

6-T-GTP to the “GEF-binding” conformation showed that 30/30 molecules bound to the 

contact interface between Rac1 and GEF with an affinity of -7.69 kcal/mol +/- 0.05 and -7.65 

kcal/mol +/- 0.09, (n=30) respectively. Contact sites on the Rac1 surface (Figure 2; indicated 

in dark green) form a horse-shoe-shaped binding domain that is defined by Val36 and Ala59 

(interacting with the hydrophobic aromatic structure of the thiopurines), Asn39 and Asp57 

(hydrogen-bonding with the ribose moiety), and finally Gln61 and Ser71 (interacting with the 

phosphates).  
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Figure 2. Conformational changes of Rac1 in crystalized “nucleotide-binding” (2P2L) and “GEF-binding” (2VRW) 

complexes. 

Most of the Rac1 structures overlap perfectly, however there are differences in the core of the structure, namely 

the flexible loops, around the GEF-Rac1 interface and near the Rac1 active site (A). A small α-helix is formed to 

create the GEF-binding interface. Phe28 moves away from the nucleotide-binding site. When depicting the “GEF-

binding” Rac1 conformation (green) as surface and the “nucleotide-binding” Rac1 conformation (cyan) as sticks, it 

can be appreciated that there are side chains sticking out of the “GEF-binding” Rac1 structure, probably blocking 

the GEF-Rac1 interface (B). GDP (stick-representation in dark blue) is shown to indicate the nucleotide-binding 

site (active site) of Rac1. 

  

 

Figure 3. Docking of 6-T-GDP and 6-T-GTP on “GEF-binding” Rac1 (PDB 2VRW) crystal structure.  

Modelling was performed with the “GEF-binding” Rac1 structure (light green), the GEF Vav1 was removed from 

the docking receptor file and the complete Rac1 structure was probed for ligand binding sites. Thio-purines, 6-T-

GDP (A) and 6-T-GTP (B), bind very efficiently to an additional Rac1 site, distinct from the active site. For clarity 

only 10 of 30 docked structures are shown, all structures adopted similar orientations and occupied the same 

binding site. The interacting residues of the horse-shoe-shaped Rac1 groove with the thio-purines are indicated in 

dark green.  
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This groove is located at the interface of the Rac1-GEF contact site, where an α-helix of the 

GEF covers the groove on Rac1 (Figure 4). Compounds occupying this groove may act as a 

„wedge‟ to break the Rac1-GEF interaction, which would prevent recycling and re-activation 

of Rac1.  

 

Figure 4. The thio-purines bind to a groove at the Rac1-GEF interface. 

 Modelling of 6-T-GDP (red) was performed with the “GEF-binding” Rac1 PDB 2VRW structure (light green), in 

the absence of the GEF Vav1 as described in the previous Figure (A). The horse-shoe-shaped groove is again 

indicated in dark green and the active site cysteins (in orange) indicate the nucleotide-binding pocket. Adding the 

ribbon structure (grey) of the GEF-Vav1 of the original crystal structure shows that the groove is situated at the 

Rac1-GEF interface, and that an α-helix of the GEF normally interacts with the groove (B). Showing the surface of 

the GEF reveals that the groove is completely covered by the GEF (C), suggesting that occupation of the groove 

by the thiopurines interferes with Rac1-GEF binding and Rac1 activation. 
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Interestingly, the same groove was previously identified as the binding site of 2 known Rac1 

inhibitors; namely NSC2376616 and EHop-01617, confirming that targeting of this site provides 

an effective strategy to inhibit Rac1-GEF interaction, and inactivation of  Rac1 signaling. The 

interacting residues of Rac1 with the thiopurines overlap with binding sites for both 

NSC23766 (Val36, Asn39, Asp57, and Ser71) and EHop-016 (Val36, Ala59, Asn39 and 

Asp57). It is known that NSC23766 can inhibit Rac1-Trio and Rac1-Tiam1 interaction18, while 

EHop-016 inhibits Rac1-Vav1 interaction.17 In view of the overlap between the newly 

identified thiopurine binding groove, and specific interactions described for other Rac1 

inhibitors, we hypothesize that the thiopurines inhibit all three Rac1-GEF interactions. 

In conclusion, binding of 6-T-GDP and 6-T-GTP in the Rac1 groove at the GEF binding 

interface offers the most attractive explanation for the specific Rac1 inhibition by thiopurines. 
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DISCUSSION 

Docking of 6-T-GTP and 6-T-GDP to the ”nucleotide-binding” Rac1 protein structure revealed 

that the thio-compounds fit properly in the GTP-binding pocket of Rac1, although with less 

preference and an approximately 4-fold lower affinity than the cognate substrates GDP/GTP. 

However, binding of the thiopurines into the active site of Rac1 does not seem to be the 

mechanism of Rac1 inhibitory action, such as for the endogenous Rac1 inhibitor 8-Hydroxy-

2-deoxyguanosine, which is an oxidatively damaged DNA product released by cells, that 

blocks the active site.19  

An additional docking site for 6-T-GTP and 6-T-GDP was discovered on Rac1 when that 

structure was adopting the “GEF-binding” conformation. This conformation was observed 

when Rac1 was crystalized in a complex with Vav1, a Guanine nucleotide Exchange Factor. 

The horse-shoe-shaped groove to which the thiopurines docked with great efficiency is 

exactly at the interface between Rac1 and Vav1. It is therefore quite conceivable that binding 

of 6-T-GTP or 6-T-GDP prevents Rac1 recycling by preventing GEF binding to Rac1. The 

interaction of 6-T-GTP or 6-T-GDP within the groove overlaps with interaction residues of 

Rac1 inhibitors NSC2376616,18 and EHop-016 that were previously proposed to interact with 

the same groove.17 Interestingly, NSC23766 and 6-T-GTP have been described to also 

inhibit Rac26,18, and EHop-016 has been demonstrated to inhibit Rac1 and Rac317, possibly 

because of structural homologies of the GEF-binding groove between Rac1,-2 and-3. 

It has been shown that Vav1 did not co-immunoprecipitate with Rac1 when T cells were 

treated with azathioprine, 6-MP or 6-T-GTP, most likely because Rac1-Vav1 interaction was 

disturbed.6 We have previously shown that the efficacy of 6-MP and 6-T-GTP in the inhibition 

of endothelial cell Rac1 signaling was equal to that of the specific GEF-Trio-inhibitor ITX-

3.3,4,19 In macrophages and epithelial cells, 6-MP and 6-T-GTP were equally effective as 

Rac1 inhibitor NSC237662, which is known to block GEF-Tiam1 and GEF-Trio interaction 

with Rac1. These data suggest that thiopurines inhibit Rac1 binding to multiple GEFs, 

namely Tiam1, Trio and Vav1. The other known inhibitor of Rac1 signaling, EHop-016, is 

only described to inhibit the Rac1-Vav2 interaction.17 We hypothesize that the broad Rac1-

inhibitory effects of the thiopurines may be due to the fact that the identified binding site for 

the thiopurines occupies a large part of the protein surface interfacing Rac1 and GEFs. In 

fact, binding of thiopurines to Rac1 overlaps with both the binding sites of Rac1 inhibitors 

NSC23766 and EHop-016. 

Bid and colleagues1 recently reviewed the role of Rac1 in cancer angiogenesis and 

metastasis, revealing that collectively, the NSC23766 Rac1 inhibitor reduced angiogenesis 

and cell migration, blocking cancer metastasis. In addition, it induced apoptosis in certain 

cancer cells.1 Also rac1 inhibitor EHop-016 decreased migration of metastatic cancer cells 

and cancer development.17,21 Like for the previous Rac1 inhibitors, azathioprine and its 

downstream metabolites have been demonstrated to reduce colon cancer development in 

IBD patients in a number of studies, although a recent meta-analysis could not demonstrate 

a significant benefit.22 In addition, active use of the thiopurines in IBD patients enhanced the 

risk for development of lymphoma, which is obviously not beneficial. 23  Thus thiopurines as 

anti-cancer drugs deserve more research. 

Apart from the anti-cancer effects, Rac1 inhibition has also been described to overcome 

cancer drug resistance.1 So in addition to inhibition of the pathological processes that 
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stimulate cancer progression, Rac1 inhibition may also attribute to sensitization of cancer 

cells to medical treatment, which is encouraging in itself. 

Azathioprine, 6-MP and the thiopurines have been used in the clinic for 60 years and proven 

effective without too many complications upon chronic use. Now knowing that one of the 

major roles of these immunosuppressive drugs is Rac1 inhibition, it is clear that chronic Rac1 

inhibition is a relatively safe and feasible therapeutic strategy. An advantage of broad GEF-

Rac1 inhibition by thiopurines is that the disease is targeted simultaneously in different cell 

types, namely cancer cells, endothelial cells and inflammatory cells, which may provide 

stronger beneficial effects in concert. On the other hand, some Rac1 functions may be 

beneficial and should be left untouched, which would support disturbance of specific Rac1-

GEF interactions. Future research will determine the particular Rac1-inhibitory approach for 

each disease. 
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